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i .  INTRODUCTION 
Recently, more and more attention is paid to the difference quation theory and the research 
effort is equally disseminated in both theoretical and practical aspects. The recent monograph of 
Agarwal [1], which covers a wide range of subjects in the field, may be seen as a strong argument 
for our remark. In the present paper, we shall be involved in some topics on the time-varying 
discrete Hamiltonian systems and some connections with the Riccati equation theory will be 
emphasized as well. For better understanding of our future development, let us begin first with 
an exp lanatory  part .  
For a real valued function H(t,x,A) continuous in t E [t0,tl] C R and twice continuously 
differentiable in x and A, x E R n, A E R '~, where the pair (x, A) ranges an open connected set 
in R 2", we associate the so-called Hamiltonian or canonical s~/stem defined by 
= (1.1) 
Here, the overdot denotes the derivative with respect to the time t, and Hx and HA stand for 
the gradients with respect to z and A, respectively. 
If H(t,z, A) is a quadratic form in x and A, i.e., 
1 (xTQ(~)X + ,)tTA(~) Z + xTAT(t)~ + ~Tp(~))~) , (1.2) H(t,  x, = 
where Q(t), P(t), and A(t) are n x n bounded and continuous on R matrix functions with Q(t) 
and P(t) both symmetric (the superscript T denotes the transpose), then (1.1) receives the 
particular form 
~c = A(t)z + e(t)A, 
A = --Q(t)X -- A T (t)A. (1.3) 
*Deceased. 
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For (1.3), adopt the following discretization 
x((k + 1)h) - x(kh) 
h 
A((k + 1)h) - A(kh) 
h 
scheme of Euler type: 
A(kh)x(kh) -F P(kh)A((k + 1)h), 
-Q(kh)x(kh) - AT(kh)A((k + 1)h), 
(1.4) 
where k E Z--the ring integers, and h > 0 any given sampling step. If the notations xk = x(kh), 
Ak = A(kh), Ak : I + hA(kh), and Qk = hQ(kh) are introduced, then (1.4) is rewritten in the 
compact form 
Xk+l : Akxk + PkAk+l, 
Ak = Qkx} + A~Ak+I, (1.5) 
where k E Z, Xk,Ak E R n, Ak, Pk,Qk E R n×n with Pk = pT, and Qk = Q~-, and where 
A = (Ak)keZ, P = (Pk)keZ, and Q = (Qk)keZ are bounded matrix sequences. Now let the 
following sequence of quadratic forms 
1 (XrQkx + ATAk x + xTAT A + ATpkA)k~ z (1.6) Hk( , = 
be introduced where A, P, and Q are the above mentioned ata. We shall term the discrete 
system (1.5) as the (usual) Hamiltonian system associated with the quadratic form (1.6). One 
can easily see that (1.6) generates (1.5) via the following relations: 
xk+  = (xk, 
)~k -'--- Hk,z(:T'k, ) tk+l) ,  (1.7) 
which may be seen as the discrete counterpart of (1.1). In fact, (1.7) may serve as a definition 
for the discrete Hamiltonian system and (1.4) as an argument of its origin. 
An extended form of (1.5) is originated by the well-known Linear Quadratic Problem (LQP). 
For example, consider the discrete time controlled system 
Xk+l  ---- Akxk + BkUk, (1.8) 
where xk E R" is the state and uk E R m is the controlled input and A = (Ak)~ez, B = (Bk)kez 
are bounded matrix sequences with Ak and Bk of appropriate dimensions. Associate to (1.8) the 
quadratic ost 
1 o0 
TLT T J = (x Q xk + + + (1.9) 
kf i  
where Q = (Qk)~ez, L = (L~)kez, and R = (Rk)keZ are bounded matrix sequences ofappropriate 
dimensions, and Qk = QT, Rk = Rk r. Let i E Z and ~ E R" be arbitrarily given. Then, for each 
u : (uk)k>i, (1.8) yields a unique solution x = (xk)k>i with x~ = ~. With x and u just specified 
above, the quadratic ost (1.9) may be written as 
J = J~(~, u), (1.10) 
with i and ~ prespecified and u free. The LQP consists in finding a control sequence u = u 0'¢) 
for which the right-hand side of (1.10) attains the least achievable value, that is, 
(~C,u("~)) < J,(~,u), Vu. (1.11) 
For a systematic presentation ofthe initial data of the LQP, let us introduce the so-called Popov 
triplet ~ = (A,  B;  ~), where A and B are the sequences which define (1.8) and ~P = (~Pk)~ez is 
defined by 
[ Qk Lk ] __ ~ ER(n+m)x(,+m), (1.12) 
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i.e., 7 ) aggregates the data that define the quadratic form in (1.9). Thus, in terms of the initial 
data, the above stated LQP may be seen as being associated with a given Popov triplet E. Instead 
of E = (A, B; 7)), the extensive notation E -- (A, B; Q, L, R) will also be used. Notice also, that 
all the entries of E are preassumed bounded. 
In order to solve the LQP, apply Pontryagin's Maximum Principle [2]. For this, first write the 
H~miltonian of the LQP, that is, 
1 (xTQkx + x-rL~u + uTL~ x + uTRu ) + A-r(Ak x + Bku). H,~(x,~, ,~) = (1.13) 
Then, according to Pontryagin's Maximum Principle (the discrete version), the following canon- 
ical system must be fulfilled: 
Ak = Hk,x(x~, Ak+l, uk), (1.14) 
0 = H~,,,(xk, Ak+l, uk), 
which, for the given Popov triplet E, yields 
2k+1 = Akxk + Bkuk, 
Ak : Qkzk + ATAk+I + Lkuk, 
0 = L'~xk + B~Ak+i + Rkuk. 
(1.15) 
We call (1.15) the extended Hamiltonian system associated with the Popov triplet E. 
Notice, that if R-* := (R~l)kez is well defined and bounded, then u~ can be eliminated 
and (1.15) reduces to (1.5), that is, Ak, Pk, and Q~ in (1.5) are replaced by A~ - B~R-~IL~, 
-B~R~IB: ,  and Qk - LkRk*L~, respectively, where now A, B, Q, L , / t  are the entries of the 
given Popov triplet E. 
In what follows, we shall be interested in the "matrix" form of systems (1.5) and (1.15), that 
is, 
~k+l  = Ak'=* + PkA~+I, 
Ak = Qk~k + A~'A~+I, (1.16) 
and 
'~'k+l = Ak~k "b BkUk, 
Ak = Qk~k + A~A~+I + LkU~, 
0 = Lkr~k + B~rAk+l + RkUk, 
(1.17) 
respectively, where .=,, Ah, and Uk are n x n, n x n, and n x m matrices, respectively. Subse- 
quently we shall mean by (1.16) the (usual) Hamiltonian (matrix) System (HS) and by (1.17), 
the Extended Hamiltonian (matrix) System (EHS). 
The main objectives of the present paper are disseminated asfollows. 
Section 2 deals with the following topics concerning the HS (1.16): 
• basic properties of the solutions: representation formula, principal solutions, nonoscillatory 
properties, 
• the Riccati Equation (RE) generated by the HS: representation formula, attractiveness. 
In Section 3, the attention will be focused on the existence of the stabilizing solution to the RE 
generated by the EHS [3]. The results will be expressed in terms of the Ben Artzi-Gohberg 
dichotomy [4-6]. 
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2. HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS 
Let us begin with the elementary property pointed out by the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (.~., A) and (~, A) be two solutions to the HS (1.16) ~ = (~k)kez, and similarly 
for A, =', and ~t). Then, there exists a constant matrix G such that 
~krxk - Akr~k = G, Vk. (2.1) 
PROOF. Let 
Using (2.2),(1.16) yields 
and 
From (2.3) and (2.4), one gets 
and 
Pk Ak] =B/ .  
Bk:= A: qk 
"k+1--k J -~k -T = _e~Ak 
L~k J 






respectively. Since Hk = i~  as (2.2) shows, the left-hand sides of (2.5) and (2.6) coincide and 
we deduce that 
X~ - ~,~rAk =-r A + X:=%, k+l~k+l  "~- ----" ~k-t-1 k+l  
and the conclusion follows trivially. | 
COROLLARY 2.2. If (.~., A) is any solution to HS (1.16), then there exists a constant matrix G 
such that 
~.~,-Ak - A~,=-.k = C. (2.7) 
DEFINITION 2.3. A solution (~,A) to the HS (1.16) is called isotropic f iG  in (2.7) is the null 
n~trix or, equ/va/ently, ~TAk is a symmetric matrix for all k. 
Now, we shall assume throughout this section that A -1 := (A~ l) is )nell defined and bounded. 
In this case, we write the HS (1.16) in the descriptor form 
1 [sk+,l = Ak 
J 
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Zk:: [( ~ --'k1-1 [Ak PkAkTT 1-A:J [D: ~] : -A ;  PICA; TQk A; J " (2,10) 
Clearly, Z -I := (zk'l)kEZ is well defined and bounded. Moreover, ZI is a symplectic matrix, that 
is, for 
the following equality holds: 
zT Jzk  - J = 0, (2.12) 
as can easily be checked. Here, A -T abbreviates (A- l )  T. More details may be found in [8]. 
Since Z -1 is well defined, (2.9) shows that for any specified initial condition, 
with i E Z arbitrarily chosen, the HS (1.16) has a unique solution (E,A) which coincides 
with (2.13) at the time i. Notice, that such solution is not necessarily bounded on Z. 
Now, we shall be involved in a representation formula. For this, we first need the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A solution (=~, A) to (1.16) is called disconjugate if there exists an integer v E Z 
depending on the solution (possibly v = -oo) such that Ek is nonsingular /or all k >_ v. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let (E, A) be an isotropic and disconjugate solution to the HS (1.16) and 
define = by 
k-1 
S,,v E (A'~J) -1 ~-T = PJ=j+I" (2.14) 
j--u 
Here, the integer v is that introduced by Definition 2.4, and 
Sv,v = 0, (2.15) 
since the empty sum/s assumed zero. 
If (.=., A) is any solution to the HS (1.16) defined/or k > v, then there exist two constant 
matrices F and G such that this solution is explicitly expressed by the following representation 
formulae: 
for a//k > i, and 
~-T G Ak = Xk (F + Sk,~G) +-k  , 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
c = - v k > i. (2.18) 
PROOF. We shall show first that for arbitrary F and G, (2.18) holds, and (E, A) defined by the 
right-hand sides of (2.14),(2.17) is really a solution to (1.16). From (2.16) and (2.17), one gets 
where the isotropy of (E, A) has been used. Thus, (2.18) is proved. 
Let us prove that the first equation in (1.16) holds for (2.16) and (2.17). Notice first that (2.14) 
provides 
~k÷1,. = ~kv "l- (Ak~k ) -1 Pk--li+l'~-T (2.19) 
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Then, we have 
~k+l : '~k+l (F + ~k+l,v~) = (Ak'~k + Pk-~kk+l) (F + ~k,v~ + ~k'lAk'lPk~k'Tl~ ) 
= A.~ k (F -4- Sk,v~) 4- PkXk+I (F  4- ~k+l ,v~)  + Pk~kT1 ~
= AkSk + PkAl¢+1 _ ~k.~k+ =,-T G "I--- p~k.k+l~ tv = Ak~k + PkAk+l. 
In order to prove that the second equation in (1.16) holds, use (2.18), and obtain 
~T A X T - '~ :A  k -X :~ k. "k+l  k+l -- k+ l "k+l  = (2.20) 
Since the first equation in (1.16) holds, (2.20) yields 
T = _ T~ T 
(Ak~-,k, Jr PkAk+l) Ak+l- X:+I(AkS, k "FPkAk+I) '~:Ak (Qk'~k Jr- ,Ak Ak+l ) "~'k, 
or 
=TATA ~T(hk - qkSk). (2.21) ~k k k+l = 
Since F,~ is nonsingular, the second equation in (1.16) follows trivially from (2.21). If (~,A) is 
now any solution, we have to determine the constant matrices F and G in (2.16),(2.17). For G 
use (2.18) and for F use (2.16) evaluated in k = v, which gives F = ~1= and the conclusion 
follows from uniqueness. | 
A question which naturally arises is that of the existence of disconjugate solutions. An answer 
is given by the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Assume that Pk <- 0 and Qk >_ 0 for all k and let the initial condition (2.13) 
be speci~ed by 
for any i. Then, the corresponding (unique) solution (-E, A) to (1.16) is disconjugate with v = -oo 
(see Definition 2.4). 
PROOF. Let Pk := - P~ -> 0. Then, using (1.16), we have 
AkL lSk+I -  A:'~'k = A~+I (AkSk -- .PkAk+ 0 - (QkSk + A:Ak+I)T Sk 
= -AT+IPkAk+I - S TQk.~.k. 
(2.23) 
Hence, for any s > l, (2.23) yields 
s - I  8-1 
T~ h. - ' . -  AT=, + ALI s,A ,+I + s rqk -  =0. 
kft kft 
(2.24) 
Assume that there exists an integer r such that Er is singular. Clearly, r # i because of (2.22). 
Assume first that r > i and let ~ # 0 such that Sr~ = 0. Define xk = Sh~ and At = Ak~ for 
i <_ k _< r. Then, for t = i and s = r, (2.24) combined with (2.22) provide 
r--1 r--1 
Ak+lPkAk+l + E X:QkXk = 0. (2.25) 
k---i k--i 
Since both Pk and Qk are positive semidefinite, (2.25) yields 
~1~kAk+ 1 = --PkAk+l = 0, ~ < k < r - 1. (2.26) 
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Since the pair of sequences (x, A) defined above is clearly a solution to (1.5), (2.26) reveals 
Xk+l ~--- AkXk, (2.27) 
where 
x~=~ and xr=0( r> i ) .  (2.28) 
By combining (2.27) with (2.28), one obtains 
0 = At -1 . . .  A~.  (2.29) 
Since Ak is nonsingular for all k, (2.29) implies ~ = 0, which contradicts the assumption made 
on ~. For r < i, the proof runs similarly and the difference which occurs consists in replacing (2.29) 
by 
0 = Ar l . . .  A.-(ll~. (2.30) 
| 
DEFINITION 2.7. A solution (.=., A) to the HS (1.16) is called principal if it is 
(1) isotropic, 
(2) disconjugate and, in addition, 
(3) Sk,~ /s nonsingular [or k > v and Flmk-.oo s~,lv = 0 where y is the integer specified by 
Definition 2.4 and Sk,v is defined by (2.14) for the actual .=., i.e., in (2.14), the tilde is 
suppressed. 
Concerning the existence of a principal solution to the HS (1.16), the following result holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Assume that the [ollowing conditions all hold. 
1. Pk :=-Pk>_0,  Vk. A 
2. There exists a dieconjugate solution (=-, A) to (1.16) which possesses the following three 
properties: 
a. .~v = I and Av = O, where v is the integer introduced by Definition 2.4. 
b. Xk" ^ ~.-1 .= Ak  >_ O for k >_ u. 
c. There exists p > 0 and an integer £ >_ 1 such that 
k-1  
~112~ ~112'~-1 ~112~-T <~ pI, '~"~ '~- ' ..P'/' (/ '~- .,r j .,,a.j + 1-r j / ~j -- j+l ~j+l  j 
j----v 
Vk > v (2.31) 
and 
t-l-r-- 1 ~1/2~ ~1/2~ --1 
~--lj+l ~I/2j (1  Jr- ~ j  .~j+l~-j  ) p1 /2~; :  I ~ O, 
j - - r  
Vr > v. (2.32) 
3. For each s ~_ u + £, there exists a solution (m S, A s) to (1.16) such that 
• ~a _ I (2.33) 
and 
'~8 __ 0. t==d S -- (2.34) 
Then, there exists a principal solution (~,A) to the HS (1.16). 
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PROOF. By updating formula (2.14), one obtains 
k-1  k -1  
$--j+1 = -- E (~j+l + "jAj+I) P'~j'+I (2.35) 
j fv  j fv  
k- l~_ I ^ A - i  ^^ k- l^ ^ 
= _E_ j+ I  (/'.l_ejXi+l) pj~7+Tl~_~-'~ ~7.t11~1/9-(/-~/~112 j+lt~l/2)-I ~l /2 ,~-T  -.~ - j+l .  
j=v j fv  
By combining (2.31) and (2.32) with (2.35), we may conclude that 
~-1 ~> ~-1 ~> ""  > p - l I ,  Vk  > v + f 
- -  k , t ,  - - k - t -  l , v  - - -  
and 
~-1 ~-1 - v+t,~, > -- v+2t,v > "'" ~-- P -1I" 
(2.36) 
Let (.=-, A) be defined by 
A A 
Since (F., A) is isotropic, as directly follows by combining Condition 2a with Definition 2.3, we 
may apply Proposition 2.5 in order to represent the solution (~*, A a) via (2.16),(2.17) adequately 
updated. Hence, we obtain 
Moreover, from (2.37), we get 
~ = ~k (F" + G'Sk,v) , (2.38) 
A~ -- Ak (F '  + G'Sk,v) q- ~'kTG' ,  (2.39) 
for k >_ v and appropriate constant matrices F a and GL By taking into account Condition 2a 
and (2.33),(2.38) gives, for k = v, 
F '  = I. (2.40) 
Further, for k = s(s >_ v + £), (2.38) combined with (2.34) gives 
Since = "s is nonsingular, (2.41) yields 
Gs __~-1 
Using (2.42) in conjunction with (2.36), we may conclude that 
l im G" = O °° >_ p - l I  > 0. (2.43) $--+oo 
G'>G°°>_p- I I ,  Vs>_v+l .  
-- '-- I+G S (2.45) 
O0 A As:~--Xs (I  -[-a as,v) -[-~;To°v, (2.46) 
for s >_ v. With (2.42), we have 
I + G°°S,,v = ( -G  ° + G°°)S,,v. (2.47) 
Since both S,,v and G °° - G'  are nonsingular for s _> v + £ as (2.36) and (2.44) assert, it 
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nonsingular for s _> v + l and we conclude that (~, A) is disconjugate. Notice, that in this case, 
the integer introduced by Definition 2.4 is v0 = v + l. 
Further, by using (2.45),(2.46), we get 
--T T~ Goo Goo 
~ Av - A,, -~  = - = O. 
Hence, (~, A) is isotropic. Since (--, A) is both isotropic and disconjugate, formula (2.16) gives 
= Eo (F + GS.,~o) = ~, (I + G°°S. ,~ (F + GS.,~o), s >_ vo. (2.48) 
k / 
Hence, 
(I + G°°S,,v) (F + GSs,vo) = I, s >_ Vo. (2.49) 
Let us determine the constant matrices F and G. For F, we get from the first equality in (2.48) 
combined with (2.45), 
~-  ~ [ oo A \ - I  
F = = + o (2.50) 
For G, use (2.18) and obtain with (2.45),(2.46), 
co T G ,~,,v) ^-r :  GOO _GOO. ---, A, A, -'-, -'., A, A, --, - = (2.51) 
With (2.50) and (2.51), (2.49) yields 
where 
(GO°) -1 - (G ' )  -1  - .  0, as s - -  c~, 
(2.52) 
(2.53) 
as follows from (2.43). Hence, (2.53) shows that for s sufficiently large, the right-hand side of 
(2.52) is invertible and approaches infinity as s approaches infinity. Therefore, 
l~m S;,~o -- o. (2.54) 
Thus, we have shown that (-=, A) defined via (2.45),(2.46) for s _> v0 is a principal solution. | 
REMARK 2.9. Concerning the hypotheses made in the statement ofProposition 2.8, the following 
aspects have to be emphasized. 
a. Conditions^(2.31) and (2.32) may be seen as uniformity conditions imposed to the so- 
lution (~,A). For instance, if P, X, and ~ are bounded sequences and, in addition, 
11~-2111 _< 1/(alql -v + a2q v-() for i >_ v, where al,a2 • 0 and 0 < ql, q2 < 1, then 
(2.31),(2.32) both hold. Such conditions are usually encountered in the time-invariant 
case of the standard LQP. 
b. Conditions (2.33),(2.34) lead to a bllocal problem. For instance, if Q = 0 and the 
pair (A, P) is uniformly controllable (see [3]), then the mentioned conditions can always be 
achieved. For the general case, a sufficient condition is that of the invertibility of the n x n 
upper-right corner of Z,Z,-1... Zv for s ~ v + £, where Zk has been defined by (2.10). 
Now let (~, A) be an isotropic and disconjugate solution to the HS (1.16). Let 
- -1  (2.55) Xk = Ak-'k , k _> v, 
which clearly is symmetric due to the isotropy assumption. We shall point out now the nonoscil- 
latory character of the HS (1.16) (the notion has been introduced by Yakubovitch [9] for the 
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continuous case) which means that there exists A such that [as - ~jJ < A, Vs, j >_ v, where 
ak = argdet(=, + iAk). Indeed, we have with (2.55), 
n 
~k = argdet (I + iX~) = arg H (1 + i#~), 
t=l 
where ~ 6 R, t = 1,.. . ,  n are the eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix X~. But, - lr/2 < 
arg(1 + i#) < 1r/2, V~ 6 R. Hence, -n(lr/2) < ~k < n(~r/2), and from here, Is, - ~j[ < n~r, 
V s, j _> v. Thus, A = n~. 
Let us now be involved in the Riccati equation (RE) associated with the HS (1.16). Consider 
again any isotropic and disconjugate solution (.=.,A) to (1.16). Then, (1.16) may be rewritten 
with (2.55) as 
I = AkEk.=.-~l + P~Xk+I, 
r E E-1 ~-1 (2.56) 
X~ = Qk + A~Xk+I ~'~'k+lj • 
If I P~Xk+I is invertible (for k > v + 1), then = =-1 - - --k--k+1 can be eliminated and (2.56) provides 
X~ = Q,~ + A~.X~+I(I - PkXk+l)-lAk, (2.57) 
which is the Riccati equation (RE) associated with the HS (1.16). If P~ = -Pk -> 0 and Q~ > 0, 
then it is easy to check by induction that the backward relation (2.57) works for any positive 
semidefmite initial condition, say X~ o = S >_ 0 (k < k0). 
Two properties of the solutions to the RE (2.57) will now be in order: the first concerns the 
a~radiveness property and the second reveals a property of the cross ratio of four solutions 
to (2.57). 
Let us begin with the first property. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Assume that a principal solution (=, A) to the HS (1.16) exists and let 
X = (Xk)k>_vo, Xk  = hk~k 1 be the corresponding solutions (see (2.55)) to the RE (2.57). Let 
(~, A) be any other isotropic and disco~juKate solution to the HS (1.16) and let X = (X~)k>~, 
~ = ~1 be the corresponding solution to the RE (2.57) defined by (2.55) as well. Assume 
=--1 = (=~)~>~o is bounded. Then, 
- =o ,  (2 .58)  
i.e., X possesses a property of attractiveness. 
A 
PROOF. By applying Proposition 2.5, we may represent (.~., A) in terms of (~, A) as follows: 
Ek = E~(F + S~wG), 
(2.59) 
X~ = Ah(F + Sk,~G) + .~.kTa, 
for k > D = max(v0, v). Then, (2.59) gives 
Ak'~ 1 = Ak'~.'~ 1 -}- ~'~ TG( F + Sk,vG)-l.~.k -1 
or, equivalently, 
Xk = Xk + .=.kTG(F + SkwG) -1~ 1. (2.60) 
Since (~,A) is principal, we have S -1 ~,v "* 0 as  k --* oo (see Definition 2.7). Hence, using the 
boundedness a sumption on =--*, (2.58) follows trivially from (2.60). | 
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REMARK 2.11. Relation (2.60) is a representation formula and, accord~mg to Proposition 2.5, 
it is true for any two isotropic and disconjugate solutions (~, A) and (~, A) that generate the 
solutions X and X (both symmetric) to the RE  (2.57). 
Let us now be involved in the second property.. This is stated in the next proposition and 
represents the discrete counterpart of a result presented in [10]. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let (~i, A~), i = I, 2, 3, 4 be four isotropic and disconjugate solutions to the 
I-IS (1.16) and let X i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 be the associated solutions to the RE, (2.57) defined via (2.55). 
Assume that X ~ - X j are invertible for i # j. Then, the cross ratio 
cn~ = (x t ,  - xt ) (x t ,  - x~) -1 (x~ - x~) (x~ - x~) -1 (2.61) 
and 
(x~, -x~, ) (x~, -x t )  -1 
= (~I ) -T  (C 2 _ s ly ) -1  (C 3 _ C2 ) (C 3 _ S1,~)-1 (~) -1  ~ (C 3 _ sl,v ) (..~.l)m 
---_ (_.~)-T (0  2 _ S~,~,)-I (C 3 _ C2 ) (~)T .  
With (2.65) and (2.66), one obtains eventually 
CRk = (=--~,)-T(C4 -- C2) -1 (C  3 -- C2)(=--b T 
xt - x~ = (=_~)-* (c ' -  sl,~) -1 (-'-l)-' - (~4) -T (cJ - s ly ) - '  (---~)-' 
(2.6a) 
-- (~1) -T  (C  j I -1 1 -1 - - s t , , . )  (c ' -  cJ) ( c ' -  s~,~) (_~)-1, i # 5 
Now use (2.63) and (2.64) to make explicit the right-hand side of (2.61). We get 
(X  t -X t )  (X~ - X~)- '  
= (,~.~)-T (C4_St,u)- I  (~1)-1~1 (C4 sl,v ) (C4 C2)-1 (02_ St,. ) (~I)T (2.65) 
---- (-~1) -T (C 4 -- C2) -1 (C 2 -- S~,~.) (~)T, 
Hence, 
xk - xk = ~1(c  + &,.)-i.:~i. 
Using (2.62), we may write 
Xt _ Xt = (~) -T  (C i  St,•)-I (~,~)-1, i = 2, 3, 4. (2.63) 
(2.62) 
(2.66) 
Hence, the spectrum of the CRk coincides with that of (C 4 -C2)  -1 (C 3 -C  2) and the conclusion 
follows. | 
has the same spectrum for a//k. 
PROOF. By inspecting (2.60), one can easily see that the difference Xk - X~ is nonsingular if G 
is nonsingular. Hence, in this case for C = FG -1, (2.60) becomes 
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3. EXTENDED HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS 
In this section, necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the stabilizing solution to 
the RE associated with the EHP (1.17) are derived in terms of the so-called Ben Artzi-Gohberg 
dichotomy. In order to be more specific, we need some preliminaries and appropriate notations. 
Let u = (uk)kez, v = (vk)keZ and A = (Ak)kez, B = (Bk)kez, C = (C~)k~z be two Rm-valued 
sequences and three matrix sequences with Ak • R n×n, Bk e R n×m, C~ • R p×n, respectively. 
Denote by u + v = (uk + vk)k~Z, Bu = (B~uk)kez, i.e., B acts as a multiplicative (or block 
diagonal) operator, CB = (CkBk)kez, B* = (BT)keZ, A -1 = (A~-l)~ez if Ak is invertible 
for all k e Z, and A-* abbreviates (A- l )  *. Denote also by a the unit shift operator, that is, 
(O'U)k = Uk+l.  Then, we have a(u+v) = au+av, a(Bu) = (Bk+lUk+I)kEZ, and a(CB) = aCaB. 
Let also (Ba)u = B(au). A matrix sequence, for instance B = (B~)kez, is bounded if there exists 
positive v such that I[Bkll < v, Vk 6 Z. For the sequence A = (Ak)kez(A~ • R n×n) define 
the evolution operator S .A. = I i f i  = j ,  S.A = Ai_l .  Aj i f i  > j and S .A. = A~.. A~_I if 
~.3 '~3 " " ~.3 " 
i < j ,  respectively. We shall say that the sequence A defines a causal exponentially stable (ES) 
evolution (an anticausal exponentially stable (AES) evolution) if there exist P0 _> 1 and 0 < q < 1 
such that IIsAII < p0q i-~ Vi > j ([IsA[I < p0q ~-i Vi > j). By t2(Z, Rn), we denote the Hilbert 
space of (doubly) infinite norm-square summable R~-valued sequences and by II 112 the t2-norm. 
If T is any linear bounded operator on a Hilbert space X, denote by p(T) the spectral radius. 
Following Ball, Gohberg and Kaashoek [7], let the powers of the operator a-ZA, i.e., (a- lA)  ~, 
i > 0, be defined as follows: (a - lA)  i = I if i = 0 and ((a-lA)~w)~ = S~_ iw~_ i  if i>_l, 
Vk • Z, where w = (w~)~ez is an arbitrary sequence. The definition is consistent because of 
(a-ZACCa-~A)'w))k = S~k_zCCa-ZA)'w)~_z = S~,k_tS~_l,k_l_,W~_z_, = S~_,_zw~_,_ l  = 
((a- lA)i+lw)k. Similarly, let (Aa) ~, i > O, be defined by (Aa) ~ = I if i = 0 and ((Aa)iw)k = 
S~k+iwk+i if i >__ 1, ¥k  6 Z, for any sequence. 
The following result holds [7]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. H A = (Ak)k~z, A~ • R "×n defines an ES (AES) evolution, then A is 
bounded, a -  l A ( Aa ) is a linear bounded operator from tz(Z, R n) into t2(Z, R n) and, in addition, 
p(a-ZA) < 1 (p(Aa) < 1). 
The following corollary is a trivial consequence of the above proposition. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A = (A~)kez, Ak • R nxn be any matrix sequence. Then, we have the 
following. 
1. If A defines an ES evolution, then I -  a -1A is bounded invertible on t2(Z,R ~) and 
oo  
(X -- ° ' - lA )  -1  = E ( O ' - IA ) i  " (3.1) 
iffi0 
2. /£A defines an AES evolution, then I - Aa is bounded invertible on £2(Z,R n) and 
OO 




Maw = Nw + z (3.3) 
be a descriptor system. Here, M = (Mk)~z,  N = (N~)~z, M~, N~ E R r×r. For each z E 
~(Z,  Rr), we shall say that (3.3) has a unique solution w E t2(Z,R r) if Ma  - N is one to one 
and onto on t2(Z, Rr). According to the closed graph theorem, this condition is equivalent to the 
bounded invertibility of Ma - N. We now introduce the following definition due to Ben-Artzi 
and Gohberg [4-6]. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. The operator Ma - N defines an exponentially dichotomic (El)) evolution of 
rank p(O <_ p <_ r) i f  there exist four raatr/x sequences V = (Vk)kez, W = (Wk)keZ, S = (Sk)keZ, 
T = (Tk)keZ with Vk • R rxp, Wk • R rx(r-p), Sk • R px~, Tk • R (r-p)X(r-p) such that the 
following conditions all hold. 
a. S and T defines F_.$ and AES evolution. 
b. [VW] = ([Irk Wkl)keZ and [MaV NW]  = ([M~Vk+l N~Wk])kez are bounded and 
each has a bounded inverse, i.e., [V W] -1 = ([Vk Wk]-l)keZ and [MaV NW]  -1 = 
([MkVk+l NtcWk]-l)kez are wel/defined and bounded. 
C. 
NV = MaVS,  (3.4) 
MaW = NWT.  (3.5) 
The following result due to Ben Artzi and Gohberg [6] points out the crucial significance of 
the notion introduced by Definition 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. The following two assertions are equ/va/ent. 
1. Ma - N defines an El)  evolution of rank p. 
2. Ma - N is bounded invertible on/2(Z, R). 
In other words, (3.3) is uniquely solvable if  and only if  Ma  - N defines an ED evolution. 
The following results hold as well (see [6]). 
THEOREM 3.3. I rMa  - N defines an ED evolution of rank p, then it is un/que. 
The meaning of this assertion is the following. If Ma - N defines two ED evolutions of rank p 
and p~, respectively, and the associated four matrix sequences for each evolution are V, W, S, T 
and Y', W ~, S, T ~, respectively, then p = f ,  Ira Y~ = Ira Y~ and Ira Wk = Ira W~ for all k, and S 
and S ~, T and T ~ are Lyapunov similar, respectively, that is, there exist two bounded invertible 
sequences D and E such that ff  = aDSD - i  and T ~ = aETE - i ,  respectively. Moreover, for 
all k, Ira Y~, and IraWk can be expressed in terms of M and N as follows: 
ImVk = {~ e R r : 3w = (w~)~>k such that Wk = ~, (Ma - N)w = O, and w~ --* 0 as i --* -oo} ,  
ImWk = {~ • R r : 3w = (wi)~<k-1 such that for Wk = ~, we have (Ma - N)w = 0 
and w~ --* 0 as i --* -oo}. 
In order to make transparent Definition 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, we shall briefly detail the implica- 
tion 1. =~ 2. in Theorem 3.2. Write 
[MaY NW]- I (Ma - N)[V W] = [MaY NW]  -1 [Maya  - NV MaWa - NW]  
(3'4)'---'(3"5) [MaVNW]-i ([MffVNWT] [I; iO ] - [MffVsNW]) (3.6) 
o] [,: o] [0'  oo] 
Since Corollary 3.2 asserts that both Ia  - S and Ta  - I are bounded invertible, (3.6) yields 
(Ma - N) - i  ~- [W W] [ (In -0 s ) - i  (Ta -0 i ) - i  ] [MaY NW]  -1, (3.7) 
where, according to (3.1) and (3.2), the following expressions hold: 
oo 
( In  -- S) - i  = (I - 0" - l s ) - ia  - i  ---- Z (a - l s ) ia  - i  (3.8) 
iffi0 
and 
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oo 
(Ta  - i)-1 = - ( I  - Ta)  .1  = - E(Ta) ' .  (3.9) 
i f f i0  
Thus, in the light of (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), we may conclude that under the ED assumption made 
on Ma - N ,  the solution of (3.3) can be explicitly expressed in a combination of ES and AES 
evolutions. 




namely, the data of (3.3) are given by 
][ ]['] [ Ek+l Ak 0 Bk A~ |A~+, = Qk - I  Lk 
LUk+~ L: 0 ak U~ 
(3.10) 
M = -A* , N = - I  , 
-B* 0 
(3.11) 
M = (Mk)~ez, N = (Nk)~ez, with M~,N~ E R2n+m,Vk. Hence, for a given Popov triplet 
~] = (A, B; Q, L, R), the operator Ma - N with M and N given by (3.11), is well defined. Such 
operator will be termed as the Extended Hamiltonian Operator (EHO) associated with the Popov 
triplet ~. 
Now, we have all the prerequisites to approach the objectives of this section. These objectives 
concern the dichotomy of the EHO and, strongly related to this subject, the existence of the 
stabilizing solution to the RE where both EHO and RE are associated with a given Popov 
triplet Y.. Recall again that all the entries of ~] are preassumed bounded. 
Concerning the first objective, i.e., the question of dichotomy for EHO, a main result of this 
section is the following. 
THEOREM 3.4. I [  the EHO, associated with a given Popov triplet F~, defines an ED evolution of 
rank p, then p = , .  
PROOF. Let V, W, S, and T be the matrix sequences introduced by Definition 3.1. Let V and W 
be partitioned in accordance with M (or N) in (3.11), that is, 
V= V2 and W= W2 , 
V3 Ws 
(3.12) 
where V1,k, V2,k E R nxp, Va,& E R "xp and WI,&, W2,k E R nx(2't+m-p), *ff3,k e R "*x(2~+m-p). 
We shall show first that 
h'v2 = v~'vl (3.13) 
and 
w~w2 = w~wl. (3.14) 
For (3.11), write explicitly (3.4) and obtain 
AVI  + BVs = aViS, 
Qv,  - v2 + LVs = -A '~%S,  
L'V1 + RVs = -B'aV~S. 
(3.15) 
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From (3.6), we get successively 
and 
S" a(v~vl)s = S" aV2AVI + S" aV2BV3, 
-V2V{ = -V~QV1 - V~ L'V1 - S* aV2"AVI, 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
0 = -V~LV3 - V~RVs - S*aV~BVs. (3.18) 
By s-mining the left- and right-hand sides of (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18), it results 
S*a(V2*V1)S - V~V1 = -V~QV1 - V~ LVa - V~ L*V1 - V~ RV3. (3.19) 
As S defines an ES evolution and the right-hand side of (3.19) is bounded and self-adjoint, 
it follows (see, for instance, [3, Theorem 1.5.2]) that V~V1 is bounded and self-adjoint as well 
and (3.13) follows. 
For (3.14), proceed similarly with (3.5) and obtain explicitly 
f fW1 = AWIT + BW3T, 
-A* aW2 = QWIT - W2T + LWsT, (3.20) 
-B* aW2 = L*WIT + RWaT. 
Using the first equation in (3.20), one gets with the next two equations, 
a (W~W~) = T*W~A*aW~ +T*W~B*aW2 
= T'W1 (-QW1T + W2T - LWaT) + T*W~(-L*W1T - RWaT) (3.21) 
= T°W~W2T - T* (W~QW1 + W~LWa + W~L*WI + W~RWa) T. 
Hence, 
a(W~W2) - T ' (W{W2)T = -Q,  (3.22) 
where Q:=T ' (W{QW,  + W{LWs + WsL*W1 + W~RWs)T = Q*. Since T defines an AES 
evolution and the right-hand side of (3.21) is bounded and self-adjoint, it follows (see [3, Theo- 
rem 1.5.3]), that W~W2 is bounded and self-adjoint as well and (3.14) follows. 
Now, we shall use (3.13) and (3.14). Since [MaVNW] is bounded invertible, MaV is one to 
one, that is 
is one to one. Hence, 
! ] [ vl - : L~v2] (3.23) 
[V1] (3.24) 
is one to one. From (3.13), we may write 
Vk E Z. (3.25) • r I:0, [v,,k v2,k] L-V,,~ J 
As [ v2,  1 
L-Vl,~J 
is clearly of full column rank, (3.25) shows that 
2 , -p  d imKerrV fV71 >p,  VkEZ.  :ffi L l,k 2 ,k J -  
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p<n.  
l rwT W T ,;,,T I | -Wl ,~/= w~,,ws,,, L 1,k 2,k "" 3,kJ 
L w3,k J 
rw%,h 1 
where [-ws,h is clearly of full column rank. If z 6 Ker Ws,k, then (3.271 shows that 
L ws
[ W2'k IVy "T w T w T l ] 
- -Wl 'k  I Z e Ker  [ 1,k 2,k 3,kJ " 
w3,h J 
Hence, 
- -Wl ,k  I Ker Wa,~ C Ker [wT W, T wT  l t 1,~ 2,~ s,~j. 
I w3,k I 
r w~,h 3 
As | -w,,h | is clearly of full column rank, (3.28) reveals that 
L Ws,~ J 
rwT  w T TxlT 1 2n+m -p -  rankW3,t = dimKerW3,k < dimKer L 1,k 2,k"3,k J  
r,z:T IxTT w T l = 2n + m - rank L'" 1,k " '  2,k 3,kJ = 2n + m -- (2n + m -- p) = p. 
2n + m - 2p <_ rank Wa,k _< m, 
Hence, 




Any self-adjoint solution X(= X*) to (3.30) for which R + B*~XB has a bounded inverse and 
.4 := A + B F defines for 
F = - (R  + B*~XB) - I (B*aXA + L), (3.32) 
an ES evolution, is called a stabilizing solution. 
A 'uXA - X - (L + A* ~XB)  (R + B" ~XB)  -1 (B* ~XA + L) + Q = 0. (3.31) 
in the unknowns X and F is called the Lure's system, associated with E. Any pair of bounded 
matrix sequences (X, F), X = (Xk)keZ, F = (Fk)kez, Xk 6 R nx", Fk E R rex", satisfying (3.30) 
and, in addition, X = X* and A := A+BF defines an ES evolution, is called a stabilizing solution 
to (3.30). It is shown (see [3, Proposition 3.1.6]), that if (X, F) and (2, F) are two stabilizing 
solutions to (3.30), then X = X. 
For the same E, we associate the RE 
A* ~XA - X + (L + A* uXB)F  + Q = O, 
B* uXA + L* + (R + B* uXB)F  = O, 
(3.30) 
n ~ p. (3.29) 
By comparing (3.26) with (3.29), the conclusion follows. | 
COROLLARY 3.5. I~ M~r -- N defines an ED evolution, then Vl,  k In (3.12) is n x n, that is, it is 
square. 
Now, we shall be involved in the second objective of this section which concerns the RE. 
Let E = (A, B; Q, L, R) be a Popov triplet. The following system 
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REMARK 3.6. If (XF)  is a stabilizing solution to (3.30) for which R + B*aXB has a bounded 
inverse, then X is the unique stabilizing solution to the RE (3.31) and F is given by (3.35) and 
it is unique as well. 
REMARK 3.7. I fL  = O, R = I, and P = -BB*,  then by simple manipulations, (3.31) reduces to 
A*aX(I  - PaX)-XA - X + Q = 0. (3.33) 
Hence, the RE  (2.57) is a particular case of (3.31). 
LEMMA 3.8. Let ~ be a Popov triplet and assume that the associated Lure's system (3.30) has a 
stab//izing solution (X, F). Then, the EHO associated to r, is bounded invertible in ~(Z, R ~"+m) 
if and only f iR  + B*aXB is bounded inv~rtible in ~(Z, Rm). 
PROOF. It is easy checkable that (3.30) is equivalent to 
A*aXA - X + Q + LF + F'L* + F*RF = O, 
(3.34) 
L* + RF + B* aXA = O, 
where A := A + BF  defines an ES evolution. Let G and H defined by 
G = AcX I , H= I , 
B*aX 0 0 
which clearly are bounded invertible. Using (3.32), one gets 
Iv  A 0 
G(Ma - N)H = I - Jl*u 
-B*a 
(3.35) 
0 -B*a - (R+ B'aXB) 0 
As both Ia - A and I - .4"a are bounded invertible on 12," (A* defines an AES evolution), the 
conclusion follows by direct inspection of the leftmost and rightmost terms in (3.35). | 
The notion of d~scon~gacy for the EHO will be introduced. 
DEFINITION 3.9. Let ~ be a Popov triplet. The EHO associated with ~ is called disconjugate ff 
it defines an ED evolution (of rAnlr n) and, in addition, V 1 in (3.12) is bounded invertible. 
REMARK 3.10. Notice, that according to Corollary 3.5, Definition 3.9 is consistent. Moreover, 
since Im V~ is uniquely defined as Theorem 3.3 asserts, it follows that the disconjugacy does not 
depend on the particular choice of V. 
Now, we shall state the main result concerning the second announced objective, i.e., that 
regarding the existence of the stabilizing solution to RE  (3.31). 
THEOREM 3.11. Let I] be a Popov triplet. Then, the associated RE has a stab///zing solution if 
and only ff the corresponding EHO is disconjugate. 
PROOF. "If". If the EHO is disconjugate, then (3.15) holds with VI bounded invertible. Let 
X := V2V~-* and F = V3V1 I. Then, X = X*, as easily can be deduced from (3.13), and (3.15) 
may be rewritten as 
A + BF = S (S :=aV, SV{-1), 
Q - X + LF  = -A '#XS,  (3.36) 
L + RF  = -B*~XS. 
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By substituting S given by the first equation in (3.36) into the next two equations, Lure's sys- 
tem (3.30) is recovered and (.X, F) is really a stabilizing solution to such a system (notice, that 
by the Lyapunov similarity, S defines an ES evolution as well). But the EHO is bounded invert- 
ible in accordance with Theorem 3.2. Hence, R + B*aXB is bounded invertible as follows from 
Lemma 3.8 and the conclusion follows by taking into account Remark 3.6. 
"Only if'. Let X be the stabilizing solution to the RE (3.31) and let F be the associated 
stability feedback gain given by (3.32). Since R + B*aB is bounded invertible, it follows from 
Lemma 3.8 that the EHO is bounded invertible. Hence, following Theorem 3.2, it defines an ED 
evolution of rank n (see Theorem 3.4). On the other hand, (3.36) is fulfilled for X and F 
introduced above and it can be immediately rewritten as 
N~" = Ma~'S  (3.37) 
for 
Let k E Z and wk e ImVk, i.e., 
W k = VkXk,  
for appropriate xk E R". Let Zk+l and wk+z be defined by 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
with M and N given by (3.11) and 
Mkwk+1 = NkWk. (3.42) 
By iterating (3.40) and (3.41), it follows from (3.42) that (Ma - N)w = 0 for w := (wi)~>k, 
wk = xk. Moreover, w~ --* 0 as i ~ co because of x~ --* 0 as i --~ co (S defines an ES evolution). 
Hence, Wk E Im Irk as follows from the last part of Theorem 3.3. Hence, Im Vk C Im Vk. But 
dim V~ = dim Vk = n as follows from (3.27) combined with Theorem 3.4. Hence, Im V~ = Im Vk 
and the bounded invertibility of VI in (3.12) follows trivially from (3.38). Thus, the EHO is 
disconjugate and the proof ends. | 
Let us now discuss the problem of existence of any symmetric and bounded on Z solution 
X ffi (Xt)kez to RE (3.31). For this, write the EHS (3.10) as 
(Ma - N)Z  = 0, (3.43) 
The following result generalizes that given in Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 3.12. H Z and ~r are two soJutions to the EHS (3.43), then 
PROOF. Write (3.43) explicitly and obtain 
a = - ffi A~ + BU, 
A = Q=- + A*aA + LU, 




respectively. Then, (3.37) combined with (3.39), (3.40), and (3.41) yields 
xk+l = Skxk, (3.40) 
wk+l = Vkxk+l, (3.41) 
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Using (3.46), one gets 
(A*~-  "~*A) = ~.*a~ -~*eA = e~,* (A .= + BU) - (U'B* + ~*A*) ~A 
- -  - 
= - 
and the conclusion follows. 
COROLLARY 3.13. If Z is any solution to the EHS (3.43), then 
| 
A*.~ - ~*A =: ct. (3.47) 
A solution Z to the EHS (3.43) with null right-handside in (3.47) is called isotropic. 
DEFINITION 3.14. A solution Z to the El-IS (3.43) is called disconjugate fl it is isotropic, bounded 
on Z, and ~ in (3.44) is bounded invertible. 
We have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Lure's system (3.30) has a bounded on Z solution (X,F), with X = X* if 
and only if the EHS (3.43) has a disconjugate solution Z. 
PROOF. Assume the existence of a disconjugate solution Z to the EHS (3.43). Let X := A~ -1 
and F := U~ -1. Then, X = X* as follows from the isotropy of Z. Further, (3.46) yields 
- - -1  ~.  = A + BF, 
X = Q + A*eX~=-  x + LF, (3.48) 
0 = L* + B*~Xcr=~ -1 + RF. 
By eliminating 0r~ -1 in (3.48), system (3.30) is easily recovered. 
Conversely, if (3.30) is fulfilled for any hounded pair (X, F), with X = X*, define 
Z= 
and the conclusion follows by simple manipulations. | 
A disconjugate solution Z to the ESH (3.43) will be called reg~r, if for X :---- A .~.-1, R+B*eXB 
is bounded invertible. Hence, we may conclude that the ezistence of a s~metr~c bounded on Z 
solution to the RE is equivalent to the existence of a regular solution to the EHS (3.43). 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
Some topics on the time varying discrete Hamiltonian systems have been considered. In fact, 
the trestment has been achieved in two gradual stages. The first stage was devoted to the discrete 
counterpart of those aspects which arise in the usual theory of the continuous-time H~m!!tonian 
systems (see [10,11]). In the second stage, which concerns the so-called extended Hamiltonian 
systems, the concept of dichotomy for descriptor systems introduced by Ben Artzi and Gohberg 
has been used in order to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the 
stabilizing solution to the Riccati equation. Such conditions may be seen as an extension to 
the time-varying case of those results presented in [12]. The question of existence of arbitrary 
symmetric and bounded on Z solutions to the RE has been also briefly considered. 
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